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Using the CLEO-c detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring, we have measured inclusive and

exclusive cross sections for the production of Dþ, D0 and Dþ
s mesons in eþe� annihilations at 13 center-

of-mass energies between 3.97 and 4.26 GeV. Exclusive cross sections are presented for final states

consisting of two charm mesons (D �D, D� �D, D� �D�, Dþ
s D

�
s , D

�þ
s D�

s , and D�þ
s D��

s ) and for processes in

which the charm-meson pair is accompanied by a pion. No enhancement in any final state is observed at

the energy of the Yð4260Þ.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.80.072001 PACS numbers: 13.66.Bc, 13.25.Gv

I. INTRODUCTION

Hadron production in electron-positron annihilations
just above c �c threshold has been a subject of mystery
and little intensive study for more than three decades since

the discovery of charm. Recent developments, like the
observation of the Yð4260Þ reported by the BABAR
Collaboration [1] and subsequently confirmed by CLEO-
c [2] and Belle [3], underscore our incomplete understand-
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ing and demonstrate the potential for discovery of new
states, such as hybrids and glueballs. It is also clear that
precise measurements of charm-meson properties will
shed light on higher-energy investigations of b-flavored
particles and new states that might decay into b. Charm
decays also offer unique opportunities to test the validity
and guide the development of theoretical tools, like lattice
QCD, that are needed to interpret measurements of the
quark-mixing parameters described by the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix [4]. Any comprehensive pro-
gram of precise charm-decay measurements demands a
detailed understanding of charm production.

Most past studies of hadron production in the charm-
threshold region have been measurements of the ratio
RðsÞ ¼ �ðeþe� ! hadronsÞ=�ðeþe� ! �þ��Þ over
this energy range that have been made by many experi-
ments [5]. Recent measurements with the Beijing
Spectrometer (BES) [6] near charm threshold are espe-
cially noteworthy. There is a rich structure in this energy
region, reflecting the production of c �c resonances and the
crossing of thresholds for specific charm-meson final
states. Interesting features in the hadronic cross section
between 3.9 and 4.2 GeV include a large enhancement at
the threshold for D� �D� production (4.02 GeV) and a fairly
large plateau that begins at D�þ

s D�
s threshold (4.08 GeV).

While there is considerable theoretical interest [7–10],
there has been little experimental information about the
composition of these enhancements.

In this paper we describe measurements of charm-meson
production in eþe� annihilations at 13 center-of-mass
energies between 3970 and 4260 MeV. These studies
were carried out with the CLEO-c detector at the Cornell
Electron Storage Ring (CESR) [11] in 2005–2006.
(Throughout this paper use of any particular mode implies
use of the charge-conjugate mode as well.) The principal
objective of the CLEO-c energy scan was to determine the
optimal running point for studies of Dþ

s -meson decays.
The same data sample has been used to confirm the direct
production of Yð4260Þ in eþe� annihilations and to dem-
onstrate Yð4260Þ decays to final states in addition to
�þ��J=c [2]. Specific results presented in this paper
include cross-section measurements for exclusive final
states withDþ,D0 andDþ

s mesons and inclusive measure-
ments of the total charm-production cross section and RðsÞ.

II. DATA SAMPLE AND DETECTOR

The data sample for this analysis was collected with the
CLEO-c detector. Both the fast-feedback analysis carried
out as data were collected and the detailed analysis re-
ported here are extensions of techniques developed for
charm-meson studies at the c ð3770Þ [12].

An initial energy scan, conducted during August–
October, 2005, consisted of 12 energy points between
3970 and 4260 MeV, with a total integrated luminosity of
60:0 pb�1. The scan was designed to provide cross-section

measurements at each energy for all accessible final states
consisting of a pair of charm mesons. At the highest energy
point these include D �D, D� �D, D� �D�, Dþ

s D
�
s , D

�þ
s D�

s , and
D�þ

s D��
s , where the first three include both charged and

neutral mesons. A follow-up run beginning early in 2006
provided a larger sample of 178:9 pb�1 at 4170 MeV, not
one of the original scan points, that proved essential in
understanding the composition of charm production
throughout this energy region.
The center-of-mass energies and integrated luminosities

for the 13 subsamples are listed in Table I. Integrated
luminosity is determined by measuring the processes
eþe� ! eþe�, �þ��, and �� [13], which are used be-
cause their cross sections are precisely determined by
QED. Each of the three final states relies on different
components of the detector, with different systematic ef-
fects. The three individual results are combined using a
weighted average to obtain the luminosity used for this
analysis.
CLEO-c is a general-purpose magnetic spectrometer

with most components inherited from the CLEO III detec-
tor [14], which was constructed primarily to study B de-
cays at the �ð4SÞ. Its cylindrical charged-particle tracking
system covers 93% of the full 4� solid angle and consists
of a six-layer all-stereo inner drift chamber and a 47-layer
main drift chamber. These chambers are coaxial with a
superconducting solenoid that provides a uniform 1.0-T
magnetic field throughout the volume occupied by all
active detector components used for this analysis.
Charged particles are required to satisfy criteria ensuring
successful fits and vertices consistent with the eþe� colli-
sion point. The resulting momentum resolution is �0:6%
at 1 GeV=c for tracks that traverse all layers of the drift
chamber. Oppositely charged and vertex-constrained pairs
of tracks are identified as K0

S ! �þ�� candidates if their

invariant mass is within 4.5 standard deviations (�) of the
known mass (� 12 MeV=c2).

TABLE I. Center-of-mass energies and integrated luminosity
totals for all data samples used in this paper.

Ec:m: (MeV)
R
Ldt (pb�1)

3970 3.85

3990 3.36

4010 5.63

4015 1.47

4030 3.01

4060 3.29

4120 2.76

4140 4.87

4160 10.16

4170 178.89

4180 5.67

4200 2.81

4260 13.11
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The main drift chamber also provides dE=dx measure-
ments for charged-hadron identification, complemented by
a Ring-Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector covering 80%
of 4�. The rate of pions faking kaons is ð1:10� 0:37Þ%,
with a pion identification efficiency for tracks in the RICH
of ð94:5� 0:4Þ%. The rate of kaons faking pions is ð2:47�
0:38Þ%, with a kaon identification efficiency for tracks in
the RICH of ð88:4� 0:6Þ%.

An electromagnetic calorimeter constructed of
7784 CsI(Tl) crystals provides electron identification and
neutral detection over 93% of 4�, with photon-energy
resolution of 2.2% at 1 GeVand 5% at 100 MeV. We select
�0 and � candidates from pairs of photons with invariant
masses within 3� of the known values [5] (�� 6 MeV=c2

for �0 and �� 12 MeV=c2 for �).

III. EVENT-SELECTION PROCEDURES

The procedures and specific criteria for the selection of
Dþ, D0 and Dþ

s mesons closely follow previous CLEO-c
analyses and are described in Refs. [12,15]. Candidates are
identified based on their invariant masses and total ener-
gies, with selection criteria optimized on a mode-by-mode
basis. We use only the cleanest final states for D0 (K��þ)
and Dþ (K��þ�þ) selection, since these provide suffi-
cient statistics for precise cross-section determinations. For
Dþ

s we optimize for efficiency by selecting the eight decay
modes listed in Table II. Accepted intermediate-particle
decay modes (mass cuts) are � ! KþK� (� 10 MeV),
�K�0 ! K��þ (� 75 MeV), �0 ! ��þ�� (� 10 MeV),
and �þ ! �þ�0 (� 150 MeV).

To determine the production yields and cross sections
for the final states accessible at a particular center-of-mass
energy, we classify events based on the energy and mo-
mentum of DðsÞ candidate in the form of the energy differ-

ence (�E � EDðsÞ � Ebeam) and beam-constrained mass

(Mbc �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2
beam � jPDðsÞ j2

q
), where EDðsÞ and pDðsÞ are the

energy and three-momentum of the DðsÞ candidate.

Figure 1 shows the expected behavior of D0 candidates
in a Monte Carlo study of CLEO-c data at a center-of-mass
energy of 4160 MeV in a two-dimensional plot of �E vs
Mbc. The Monte Carlo sample represents about 10 times

the integrated luminosity that was collected at that energy.
The contributions of the accessible final states consisting of
two charm mesons are evident and demarcated by the
ellipses drawn on the figure. This separation was exploited
during the scan running for a fast-feedback ‘‘cut-and-
count’’ determination of event yields. The task was to
count events consistent with production through specific
modes, and determine cross sections after accounting for
backgrounds and cross feed from other modes. The sepa-
ration is cleanest for D0 mesons produced in D �D events,
for which the only contributing process is D0 �D0. For D0’s
produced in D� �D and D� �D� events, the situation is com-
plicated and the separation reduced by contributions from
both D�0 ! D0�0 or D0� and D�þ ! D0�þ.
The same separation is also evident in plots of the

momenta of charm-meson candidates selected by cutting
on the candidate invariant mass. Figure 2 illustrates this
with the momentum spectra for D0 ! K��þ candidates
within 15 MeV of the nominal mass both in the
Monte Carlo sample of Fig. 1 and in 10:16 pb�1 of
CLEO-c data at 4160 MeV. While no background correc-

TABLE II. The decay modes used to determine the Ds cross sections, with branching fractions
(B) and references.

Modes Reference B (%)

KþK��þ; jMKK �M�j< ð10 MeV=c2Þ [15] 1:99� 0:11
�K�0Kþ; �K�0 ! K��þ [5] 2:2� 0:6
��þ; � ! �� [5,15] 0:62� 0:08
��þ; � ! ��; �þ ! �þ�0 [5] 4:3� 1:2
�0�þ; �0 ! �þ���;� ! �� [5,15] 0:66� 0:07
�0�þ; �0 ! �þ���;� ! ��; �þ ! �þ�0 [5] 1:8� 0:5
��þ; � ! KþK�; �þ ! �þ�0 [5] 3:4� 1:2
KSK

þ; KS ! �þ�� [5,15] 1:03� 0:06

FIG. 1. �E vs Mbc for D0 ! K��þ candidates in a
Monte Carlo simulation of CLEO-c data at a center-of-mass
energy of 4160 MeV. Separation among the expected two-
charm-meson final states is evident, as described in the text.
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tions have been applied to these distributions, the structure
of distinct Doppler-smeared peaks corresponding to differ-
ent final states is evident. The Monte Carlo prediction and
data show good qualitative agreement, with concentrations
of events corresponding to prominent final states near
0:95 GeV=c (D �D), 0:73 GeV=c (D� �D) and 0:5 GeV=c
(D� �D�). This illustrates that the composition of final states
can also be determined by fitting the momentum spectra of
D0, Dþ and Dþ

s candidates.
The cross sections for all contributing final states can be

determined by correcting the raw measured momentum
spectra like Fig. 2 for combinatoric and other backgrounds
and then fitting to Monte Carlo predictions of the spectra.
To achieve good fits, all significant production mechanisms
must be included and the predicted spectra must reflect
correct D�-decay angular distributions and the effects of
initial state radiation (ISR).

IV. EVIDENCE FOR MULTIBODY PRODUCTION

While the qualitative features of the measured charm-
meson momentum spectra accorded with expectations
(Fig. 2), initial attempts to fit the spectra did not produce
acceptable results. It was quickly concluded that the two-
body processes listed above are insufficient to account for
all observed charm-meson production. Final states like

D �Dð�Þ�ð� . . .Þ, in which the charm-meson pair is accom-
panied by one or more additional pions, emerged as a likely
explanation. While not unexpected, these ‘‘multibody’’

events have not previously been observed in the charm-
threshold region, and there are no predictions of the cross
sections forD0 andDþ production through multibody final
states.
To assess which multibody final states (D �D�, D� �D�,

etc.) are measurably populated in our data, we examine
observables other than the charm-meson momenta, be-
cause ISR causes smearing of the peaks in the momentum
spectra that can obscure the two-body kinematics. We

applied Dð�Þ momentum selection criteria to exclude two-
body contributions and examined the distributions of miss-

ing mass against a Dð�Þ and an accompanying charged or
neutral pion, using charge correlations to suppress incor-
rect combinations. Figure 3 shows clear evidence for
D� �D� events at 4170 MeV, as well as indications of
D� �D�� in the sample of 13 pb�1 collected at 4260 MeV
[Fig. 3(c)]. These events cannot be attributed to two-body
production with ISR, because radiative photons would
destroy any peaking in the missing-mass spectrum. The
absence of a peak at the D mass in Fig. 3(a) indicates that
there is no evidence for D �D� production. Analysis of
events with Ds reveals no evidence for multibody produc-
tion, consistent with expectations, since theDþ

s D
�
s �

0 final
state violates isospin conservation.

FIG. 2. Momentum spectra in Monte Carlo simulation (top)
and data (bottom) at 4160 MeV for D0 ! K��þ candidates
with invariant masses within 15 MeVof the nominal value. There
is reasonable agreement between the Monte Carlo simulation
and data, with clear peaks corresponding to the expected final
states with two charm mesons at this energy (D �D, D� �D and
D� �D�). Quantitative interpretation of the momentum spectrum
requires correction for non-charm-meson backgrounds, consid-
eration of additional channels for charm-meson production,
radiative effects, and other phenomena, as described in the text.

FIG. 3. The mass spectrum of X in (a) eþe� ! D0��X at
4170 MeV, (b) eþe� ! D����X at 4170 MeV, and
(c) eþe� ! D�0��X at 4260 MeV. Peaks at the D� mass
in (a) and the D mass in (b) are evidence for the decay D� �D�.
The D peak in (c) confirms D� �D� and the D� peak demonstrates
that D� �D�� is produced at 4260 MeV.
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V. MOMENTUM-SPECTRUM FITS AND CROSS-
SECTION RESULTS

Momentum spectra for D0, Dþ and Dþ
s candidates were

found by requiring the invariant mass of DðsÞ decay prod-

ucts to be within �15 MeV of the nominal value.
Backgrounds are estimated with a sideband technique.
Sideband regions are taken on both sides of the expected
signal, and are significantly larger than the signal region to
minimize statistical uncertainty in the background subtrac-
tion. Sideband widths are set mode by mode based on
expectations for specific background processes.

Having identified the components of multibody charm
production, we determine yields for these channels and the
two-body modes by fitting the sideband-subtractedD0,Dþ
and Dþ

s momentum spectra. Signal momentum distribu-
tions for specific channels are based on full GEANT [16]
simulations using EVTGEN [17] for the production and
decay of charm mesons. The EVTGEN simulation incorpo-
rates all angular correlations by using individual ampli-
tudes for each node in the decay chain. ISR is included in
the simulation, which requires input of energy-dependent
cross sections for each final state. We used simple parame-
trizations of these cross sections constructed by linearly
interpolating between the preliminary measurements from
our analysis. (In doing this we made the assumption that
the energy dependence of the Born-level cross sections is
adequately represented by the uncorrected cross sections.)
For the multibodyD� �D� andD� �D�� final states we used a
spin-averaged phase-space model within EVTGEN.

The momentum-dependent yields and fits to our large
data sample at 4170MeVare shown in Fig. 4. For theD0 !
K��þ fit [Fig. 4(a)], the data are shown as the points with
errors and the total fit result is the black line. The contri-
butions of specific production channels are shown as the
colored lines, with normalizations determined by the fit.
The narrow peak above 0:8 GeV=c (blue line) is D0 from
D �D. The structure near 0:7 GeV=c consists ofD� �D events,
including a sharp peak from the direct D0 (red line), and
smaller, broader, peaks just below from D�þ ! D0�þ
(green line) and D�0 ! D0�0 (light blue line). The struc-
ture near 0:5 GeV=c includes all D� �D� events, with the
core from D�þ ! D0�þ (lavender line) and D�0 ! D0�0

(amber line), and the broader lower component from
D�0 ! D0� (yellow line). Multibody final states D� �D�
(dark red line) are combined and are visible as the broad
spectrum between 0 and 0:5 GeV=c. Each component was
broken down for the fit into ISR and non-ISR components,
with their relative normalizations free. They have been
combined for display purposes. The fit reproduces all of
the major features of the data, including the peaks, tails and
resolutions. The quantitative fit quality (�2 of 248 for
132 degrees of freedom) verifies that there are no signifi-
cant omissions in the exclusive contributions or major
deficiencies in the detector simulation, but that some of

the details of the modeling of the contributing processes do
not precisely match the data.
The fit to theDþ ! K��þ�þ [Fig. 4(b)] is very similar

in execution and display to D0 ! K��þ, with all of the
same components except that there is no Dþ production
from D�0. The quality of this fit is better, with a �2 of 182
for 132 degrees of freedom.
The Dþ

s ! ��þ fit at 4170 MeV [Fig. 4(c)] is simpler,
because of the absence of D�þ

s D��
s production. Here the

components areDþ
s D

�
s (blue line) at about 0:7 GeV=c and

a broad structure centered just above 0:4 GeV=c from
D�þ

s D�
s . The latter consist of a main peak from the primary

Dþ
s (red line) and the lower plateau consisting mainly of

D�þ
s ! Dþ

s � (lavender line), with a smaller contribution
from D�þ

s ! Dþ
s �

0. The lack of Dþ
s entries below

�200 MeV confirms that multibody Ds production is neg-

FIG. 4 (color). Sideband-subtracted momentum spectra for
(a) D0 ! K��þ, (b) Dþ ! K��þ�þ, and (c) Dþ

s ! ��þ at
4170 MeV. Data are shown as points with errors and the total fit
result is shown as the solid black line. The colored histograms
represent specific DðsÞ-production mechanisms, with shapes ob-

tained from Monte Carlo simulations and normalizations deter-
mined by the fits. The color code for the components of the fits
and the �2 values is given in the text.
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ligible. Because of the relative simplicity ofDs production,
demonstrated by the Dþ

s ! ��þ fits, and the limited
statistics of the sample, we determine the final cross sec-
tions for Dþ

s D
�
s , D�þ

s D�
s and D�þ

s D��
s by using a

sideband-subtraction technique to count signal events in
a region of the Mbc-�E plane. The cross sections are then
determined from a weighted sum of the yields for the eight
Ds decay modes given in Table II, with weights minimiz-
ing the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties
calculated from previously measured branching fractions
and efficiencies determined with Monte Carlo simulations.
The cut-and-count analysis gives results that are consistent
with momentum fits. There is good agreement among the

separately calculated cross sections for the different Ds

decay modes.
After this procedure was refined and verified on our

4170 MeV data sample, it was applied to the other 12
subsamples. Detailed fit results are available in Ref. [18].
Figure 5 shows the D0, Dþ and Ds fits for the data sample
at 4260 MeV, which are of particular interest because the
charm-production cross sections might provide insight to
the nature of the Yð4260Þ state. The fits at 4260 MeV
behave similarly to those at lower energy, although a larger
proportion of multibody decays is apparent.
Cross sections for the two-body and multibody final

states are shown in Fig. 6. The uncertainties on the data
points are statistical and systematic combined in quadra-
ture. Reference [18] provides detailed descriptions of the
systematic uncertainties of the cross-section determina-
tions. Briefly, there are three sources of systematic uncer-
tainty: determination of the efficiency of charm-meson

FIG. 5 (color). Sideband-subtracted momentum spectra for
(a) D0 ! K��þ, (b) Dþ ! K��þ�þ, and (c) Dþ

s ! ��þ at
4260 MeV. Data are shown as points with errors and the total fit
result is shown as the solid black line. The colored histograms
represent specific DðsÞ-production mechanisms, with shapes ob-

tained from Monte Carlo simulations and normalizations deter-
mined by the fits. The color coding for the components matches
that of Fig. 4, as described in the text. All peaks are shifted
slightly higher in momentum, and the low-momentum region is
populated by two multibody components: the D� �D� (dark red
line) between 0 and 0:6 GeV=c, observed at 4170 MeV, and
D� �D�� (black line) between 0 and 0:4 GeV=c, which is not
present at lower energy.

FIG. 6 (color). Exclusive cross sections for two-body and
multibody charm-meson final states, and total observed charm
cross section with combined statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties.
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selection, extraction of yields, and overall normalization.
The total systematic uncertainty (Table III) is not domi-
nated by any one of these.

Track selection and particle identification closely follow
previous CLEO-c analyses [12,15]. The efficiency for
reconstructing charged tracks has been estimated by a
missing-mass technique applied to events collected at the
c ð2SÞ and c ð3770Þ resonances. There is good agreement
between data and the Monte Carlo simulation, with an
estimated relative uncertainty of �0:7% per track. Pion
and kaon identification has been studied with D0 and Dþ
decays in c ð3770Þ data, with estimated systematic uncer-
tainties in the respective efficiencies of �0:3% and
�1:3%. The uncertainties on reconstruction efficiencies
for the neutral particles �0 and � for Ds decays have
been estimated at �2% and �4%, respectively.

The extraction of event yields by fitting the charm-
meson momentum spectra (non-Ds modes) incurs system-
atic uncertainty primarily through the signal functions
obtained from Monte Carlo simulations, which depend
on details of ISR and, in the case of D� �D�, the helicity
amplitudes [18] and resulting D-meson angular distribu-

tions. As for the exclusive measurements, these details
were studied with the large data sample at 4170 MeV, for
which statistical uncertainties are small, and the resulting
estimated relative systematic uncertainties are applied to
all energy points. For the ISR calculation, the exclusive
cross sections input to EVTGEN were varied from their
nominal shapes. While a qualitative constraint of consis-
tency with our measured cross sections was imposed, some
extreme variations are included in the final systematic
uncertainty. Both the direct effect on the fitted yield of
varying a specific mode and the indirect effect of varying
other modes were computed, although the former domi-
nates in quadrature.
The yields for Ds final states are determined by direct

counts after cutting onMbc and�E. Systematic uncertainty
arises in these measurements if the Monte Carlo simulation
does not provide an accurate determination of the associ-
ated efficiency. This is probed by adjusting the selection
criteria and recomputing the cross sections, again using the
high-statistics sample at 4170 MeV. The systematic un-
certainties assigned based on these studies are �3%,
�2:5% and �5% for Dþ

s D
�
s , D�þ

s D�
s and D�þ

s D��
s ,

respectively.
In converting the measured yields to cross sections we

must correct for the branching fractions of the charm-
meson decay modes. For each of the nonstrange charm
mesons, only one mode is used and CLEO-c measurements
[12] provide the branching fractions and uncertainties:
�3:1% for D0 ! K��þ and �3:9% for Dþ !
K��þ�þ. For Ds modes we use CLEO-c measurements
of the branching fractions for the eight decay modes in-
cluded in the weighted sum [15]. The world-average value
is used for the D�þ ! D0�þ branching fraction, with a
systematic uncertainty of �0:7% [5]. Finally, the cross-
section normalization also depends on the absolute deter-
mination of the integrated luminosity for each data sample,
with a systematic uncertainty of �1:0% [13].

TABLE III. Total systematic errors on the exclusive cross
sections.

Mode Relative error (10�2)

Determined by momentum fits

D �D 4.5

D �D� 3.4

D� �D� 4.7

D� �D� 12.0

D� �D�� 25.0

Determined by counting

Dþ
s D

�
s 5.6

Dþ
s D

��
s 5.3

D�þ
s D��

s 6.8

TABLE IV. Measured cross sections for final states consisting of two neutral nonstrange charm
mesons. The first error on each cross section is statistical and the second is systematic.

Ec:m: (MeV) �ðD0 �D0Þ (pb) �ðD�0 �D0Þ (pb) �ðD�0 �D�0Þ (pb)
3970 86� 29� 4 2280� 134� 78 � � �
3990 133� 41� 6 2740� 157� 93 � � �
4010 76� 25� 3 3320� 13� 113 � � �
4015 <10 (90% C.L.) 3840� 283� 131 213� 76� 9
4030 334� 70� 15 3200� 183� 109 2000� 125� 94
4060 410� 72� 18 2230� 147� 76 2290� 132� 108
4120 303� 70� 14 1400� 135� 48 2550� 154� 120
4140 177� 40� 8 1350� 100� 46 2443� 116� 115
4160 167� 28� 8 1252� 69� 43 2566� 84� 121
4170 177� 7� 8 1272� 19� 43 2363� 19� 111
4180 179� 39� 8 1211� 92� 41 2173� 104� 102
4200 180� 55� 8 1030� 123� 35 1830� 139� 86
4260 86� 18� 4 1080� 59� 37 269� 42� 13
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A mode-by-mode summary of the systematic uncertain-
ties in the exclusive cross-section measurements is pro-
vided in Table III. The systematic errors are 100%
correlated across energy.

The cross-section measurements are presented in
Tables IV, V, and VI (modes with only two charm mesons),
and Table VII (multibody modes).
As a cross-check, for the two largest data samples (4170

and 4260 MeV), the multibody cross sections are also
determined by fitting the distributions of missing mass
against detected D0�, Dþ� and D�� combinations.
While these measurements are generally less precise,
they show good agreement with the results of the
momentum-spectrum fits. Details of this study are pro-
vided in Ref. [18].

VI. INCLUSIVE CROSS-SECTION
MEASUREMENTS

If all final states have been included, the sum of the
exclusive cross sections should equal the total charm cross
section. We test this supposition with two inclusive mea-
surements that can also be compared with past results.

TABLE V. Measured cross sections for final states consisting of two charged nonstrange
charm mesons. The first error on each cross section is statistical and the second is systematic.

Ec:m: (MeV) �ðDþ �D�Þ (pb) �ðD�þ �D�Þ (pb) �ðD�þ �D��Þ (pb)
3970 137� 26� 6 2230� 131� 76 � � �
3990 90� 22� 4 2750� 156� 94 � � �
4010 135� 22� 6 3300� 132� 112 � � �
4015 38� 20� 2 3703� 274� 126 � � �
4030 196� 35� 9 3300� 181� 112 1400� 170� 66
4060 480� 55� 22 2170� 143� 74 2390� 222� 112
4120 310� 50� 14 1560� 136� 53 2280� 232� 107
4140 200� 29� 9 1376� 98� 47 2556� 196� 120
4160 200� 21� 9 1376� 69� 47 2479� 135� 117
4170 182� 6� 8 1285� 18� 44 2357� 19� 111
4180 197� 27� 9 1296� 87� 44 2145� 172� 101
4200 181� 36� 8 1070� 116� 36 1564� 215� 74
4260 94� 13� 4 1022� 54� 35 237� 54� 11

TABLE VI. Measured cross sections for final states consisting of two strange charm mesons.
The first error on each cross section is statistical and the second is systematic.

Ec:m: (MeV) �ðDþ
s D

�
s Þ (pb) �ðD�þ

s D�
s Þ (pb) �ðD�þ

s D��
s Þ (pb)

3970 102� 26� 6 � � � � � �
3990 133� 31� 7 � � � � � �
4010 269� 30� 15 � � � � � �
4015 250� 59� 14 � � � � � �
4030 174� 36� 10 � � � � � �
4060 51� 28� 3 � � � � � �
4120 26� 26� 1 478� 64� 25 � � �
4140 25� 20� 1 684� 59� 36 � � �
4160 <15 (90% C.L.) 905� 11� 48 � � �
4170 34� 3� 2 916� 11� 49 � � �
4180 7� 16� 1 889� 59� 47 � � �
4200 15� 22� 1 812� 82� 43 � � �
4260 47� 22� 3 34� 9� 2 440� 27� 30

TABLE VII. Measured cross sections for multibody final
states, consisting of two charm mesons and an extra pion, for
all data points above the production threshold. The first error on
each cross section is statistical and the second is systematic.

Ec:m: (MeV) �ðD� �D�Þ (pb) �ðD� �D��Þ (pb)
4060 144� 94� 17 � � �
4120 45� 83� 5 � � �
4140 412� 87� 49 � � �
4160 389� 60� 47 � � �
4170 440� 20� 53 � � �
4180 575� 92� 69 � � �
4200 735� 129� 88 � � �
4260 638� 93� 77 322� 67� 80
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The first cross-check is a measurement of the total
charm-meson cross section:

�ðeþe� ! D �DXÞ ¼ �D0 þ �Dþ þ �Dþ
s

2
; (1)

where the contributing cross sections are defined by �D ¼
ND=	BL, where 	 and B are the efficiency and branching
fraction for the decay mode used (D0 ! K��þ, Dþ !
K��þ�þ, and Dþ

s ! K�Kþ�þ), L is the integrated
luminosity, and ND is the yield obtained by fitting the
mass spectrum. In the case of D0 and Dþ, the invariant-
mass distribution is fitted to a Gaussian signal and poly-
nomial background. For Ds, the event-type requirements
are maintained because of the relatively large background
for the high-yield K�Kþ�þ decay mode. For our energy
points below 4120 MeV, where Ds production occurs only
through Dþ

s D
�
s , the yield is extracted by fitting Mbc to a

Gaussian signal and ARGUS background function [19].
For 4120 MeV and above, event types involving D�þ

s

contribute. For all candidate events that pass the selection
requirements for any ofDþ

s D
�
s ,D

�þ
s D�

s , andD
�þ
s D��

s (the
last only for 4260 MeV), a fit to the Dþ

s invariant mass is
used to determine the yield.

The second cross-check is a determination of the total
cross section made by counting multihadronic events. The
contribution of uds continuum production is estimated
with measurements made at Ec:m: ¼ 3671 MeV, below
c �c threshold, and extrapolated as 1=s. Procedures for this
measurement are identical to those used to determine the
cross section for eþe� ! c ð3770Þ ! hadrons in CLEO-c
data at Ec:m: ¼ 3770 MeV [20].

Figure 6 (bottom frame) shows the inclusive measure-
ments (statistical and systematic uncertainties combined in

quadrature) and the sum of the cross sections for the
measured exclusive final states without radiative correc-
tions. The excellent agreement demonstrates that, to cur-
rent precision, the measured exclusive two- and three-body
final states saturate charm production in this region.
Furthermore, charm is demonstrated to account for all
production of multihadronic events above the extrapolated
uds cross section.
For the inclusive-charm cross-section measurements,

the systematic uncertainties associated with the per-
particle efficiencies for tracking and particle identification
are identical to those of the exclusive measurements. The
uncertainties in normalization (luminosity and branching
fractions) are also identical. Systematic uncertainty in the
yield extraction is dominated by the choice of fitting
function. This is evaluated mode by mode and propagated
into overall systematic uncertainties accounting for all
correlations, with combined systematic uncertainties of
�4:3%, �5:1%, and �8:6% (� 10:6%) for D0, Dþ, and
Dþ

s below (above) 4120 MeV. For the hadron-counting
inclusive cross sections, the systematic uncertainties are
identical to those of Ref. [20]. The systematic errors for the
hadron-counting method are slightly energy-dependent,
varying between 5.2% and 6.1% due to the different
amounts of J=c , c ð2SÞ, and c ð3770Þ present at each
energy.
Table VIII gives the inclusive cross sections and the sum

of the exclusive cross sections with both statistical and
systematic uncertainties.
For comparison with other experiments and theory it is

necessary to obtain Born-level cross sections from the
observed cross sections by correcting for ISR. We do this
by calculating correction factors following the method of

TABLE VIII. Comparison of the total charm cross section determined by summing the exclusive measurements (Tables IV, VI, and
VII) with those found by the two inclusive techniques: charm-meson counting and multihadronic-event counting. The first error on
each measurement is statistical and the second systematic. The cross-section measurements are not radiatively corrected. The last
column gives the value of R from the hadron-counting measurement, with radiative corrections as described in the text and correction
for noncharm continuum production based on Ruds ¼ 2:285� 0:03, as determined by a 1

s fit to previous R measurements between 3.2

and 3.72 GeV [21].

Energy (MeV) Exclusive D-meson (nb) Inclusive D-meson (nb) Hadron counting (nb) R (ISR-corrected)

3970 4:83� 0:19� 0:15 4:91� 0:18� 0:16 4:91� 0:13� 0:30 3:36� 0:04� 0:05
3990 5:85� 0:23� 0:19 5:93� 0:21� 0:19 5:87� 0:14� 0:34 3:55� 0:05� 0:06
4010 7:10� 0:14� 0:23 7:05� 0:17� 0:23 7:21� 0:12� 0:40 3:88� 0:04� 0:08
4015 7:94� 0:41� 0:26 7:62� 0:34� 0:25 7:88� 0:18� 0:43 3:95� 0:08� 0:08
4030 10:60� 0:34� 0:27 10:87� 0:28� 0:37 11:30� 0:15� 0:59 4:74� 0:07� 0:12
4060 10:16� 0:36� 0:27 9:98� 0:26� 0:34 9:98� 0:14� 0:53 4:34� 0:05� 0:10
4120 8:95� 0:37� 0:25 9:13� 0:28� 0:31 9:43� 0:15� 0:49 4:21� 0:06� 0:10
4140 9:22� 0:29� 0:26 9:11� 0:22� 0:30 9:58� 0:24� 0:50 4:18� 0:04� 0:10
4160 9:33� 0:20� 0:26 9:10� 0:15� 0:30 9:62� 0:17� 0:50 4:18� 0:03� 0:10
4170 9:03� 0:04� 0:25 9:09� 0:07� 0:30 9:45� 0:09� 0:49 4:20� 0:01� 0:10
4180 8:67� 0:27� 0:24 8:70� 0:20� 0:29 9:07� 0:12� 0:47 4:17� 0:04� 0:10
4200 7:42� 0:35� 0:20 7:45� 0:26� 0:25 8:37� 0:14� 0:43 3:77� 0:05� 0:08
4260 4:27� 0:16� 0:14 4:20� 0:10� 0:14 4:34� 0:16� 0:23 3:06� 0:02� 0:04
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Kuraev and Fadin [22], which is augmented with the ex-
plicit addition of the effect of vacuum polarization, includ-
ing � and 
 loops. The observed cross section at any

ffiffiffi
s

p
is

then given by

�obsðsÞ ¼
Z 1

0
dk � fðk; sÞ�BðseffÞ; (2)

where the Born cross section �B is a function of the
effective center-of-mass energy squared [k ¼ ðs�
seffÞ=s], and fðk; sÞ is the ISR kernel. The radiative-
correction factor is also calculated following the alterna-
tive implementation of Bonneau and Martin [23], which
includes vacuum polarization. The differences between the
two methods have been verified to be small, and we take
the difference between them as an estimate of the theoreti-
cal uncertainty in the calculation of the radiative-correction
factor. We also consider the larger systematic uncertainty
due to our approximation of �BðseffÞ, required for Eq. (2),
by taking the difference between a simple linear
interpolation and a fit to a sum of Breit-Wigner functions
to both the BES [6] and Crystal Ball (CB) [21] R measure-
ments. Figure 7 shows that there is excellent agreement
between our inclusive-charm measurement and the pre-
vious R measurements.

VII. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have presented detailed information
about charm production above c �c threshold. Realizing
the main objective of the CLEO-c scan run, we find the
center-of-mass energy that maximizes the yield ofDs to be
4170 MeV, where the cross section of �0:9 nb is domi-
nantly D�þ

s D�
s . This information has guided the planning

of subsequent CLEO-c running, with initial results already
presented on leptonic [24] and hadronic [15] Ds decays.

The total charm cross section between 3.97 and
4.26 GeV has been measured both inclusively and exclu-

sively by summing over two-body and multibody final
states. The multibody signal has not previously been ob-
served and its detailed composition has not been deter-
mined. Momentum and recoil-mass distributions are
consistent with dominance by the nonresonant final states
D �D�� and D� �D��, but it could also include two-body

decays with higher excitations Dð�Þ
J that decay into Dð�Þ�.

Analysis of the detailed composition of these states, for
example through measurements ofD angular distributions,
would require a much larger data sample than we currently
have available.
The consistency of our charm cross-section measure-

ments is excellent, and radiatively corrected inclusive cross
sections are consistent with previous experimental results.
Figure 6 shows that the observed exclusive cross sections
for D �D, D� �D, D� �D�, Dþ

s D
�
s , D

�þ
s D�

s , D
�þ
s D��

s , D� �D�,
and D� �D�� exhibit structure that reflects the intricate
behavior expected in the charm-threshold region.
Figure 8 provides a comparison between our measured
cross sections and the updated calculation of Eichten
et al. [9,25]. There is reasonable qualitative agreement
for most of the two-charm-meson final states. The most

FIG. 7 (color). R (including radiative corrections) from this
analysis and from previous measurements [6,21].

FIG. 8 (color). Comparisons between measured cross sections
and the updated predictions of the potential model of Eichten
et al. [9,25] (solid lines).
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notable exception is the cross section for D� �D� in the
region between 4050 and 4200 MeV, where the measure-
ment exceeds the prediction by as much as 2 nb. This
corresponds to nearly a factor-of-two disagreement in the
ratio ofD� �D� toD� �D production, accounting for about two
thirds of the difference in the total charm cross section.
This is a much larger effect than the absence of a multibody
component from the theoretical prediction.

It has been suggested by Dubynskiy and Voloshin [26]
that the existence of a peak in the D� �D and Dþ

s D
�
s chan-

nels at the D� �D� threshold, along with the observation that
there is a minimum inD �D, in agreement with recent results
from BABAR [27], can be interpreted as a possible new
narrow resonance, but available data are insufficient for a
definitive assessment.

The D� �D� cross section exhibits a plateau just above its
threshold. This contrasts with D� �D, which we observe to
peak at threshold, in agreement with recent results from
Belle [28].

Studies of open-charm production at 4260MeV have the
potential to discriminate among possible explanations of
the nature of the Yð4260Þ. For example, hybrid charmo-
nium models predict a large coupling to the wide
D1ð2430Þ0 �D0 and a small one to Dþ

s D
�
s [29]. A tetraquark

interpretation suggests a large decay toD �D orDþ
s D

�
s [29–

31]. Complicated threshold effects could lead to enhance-
ment of the D�� final state through off shell production of
D1 [32]. Tables IV, VI, and VII show no evidence for
enhancement of the cross section for any open-charm final
states at 4260 MeV. CLEO-c has previously confirmed the
Yð4260Þ through its decay to �þ��J=c , measuring
�ð�þ��J=c Þ ¼ 58þ12

�10 � 4 pb [2]. Under the assumption

that all open-charm production is accounted for by Yð4260Þ
decays, it is possible to set conservative upper limits on the
ratio of the cross section for production of Yð4260Þ and
decay to our measured open-charm states to that for pro-

duction and decay to �þ��J=c . Table IX provides a
compilation of these limits. The lack of obvious enhance-
ment in any open-charm channel relative to other energies,
which is in stark contrast to the clear enhancement in
�þ��J=c , tends to disfavor the hybrid charmonium and
tetraquark proposals. More definitive statements will re-
quire additional data from future experiments.
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